Abstract. The goal of this paper is to evaluate possible application of travelling salesman problem and its solving methods to image segmentation and object counting. This approach is inspired both by human skill of subitization and by ability of biological systems to solve optimization problems. Subitizing, or the ability to determine a number of objects without counting them, can be treated as a special case of image processing focused on extracting objects from background and enumerating them. This paper describes a method of generating linear image profile based on simple graph representation in which an optimal or suboptimal cycle is sought. Segmentation and counting can be then carried out by dividing the profile into coherent segments.
Introduction
Image segmentation is one of commonly encountered research problem in computer vision which inspires to search for robust and effective solutions. There are numerous algorithms and methods published spanning a wide spectrum of approaches including for example simple thresholding, edge-detection, clustering and partitioning, active contours, neural networks or scale-space segmentation. The majority of these methods is definitely designed as general-purpose stage of more complex image analysis processes. The aim of segmentation in general is to provide regions relevant for further processing, for example objects distinguished from other objects or their background. Thus various methods are developed to be possibly robust and effective regardless of visual characteristics of processed scene, mimicking human ability to distinguish objects by their perceptual differences.
It is also possible to propose different approach which concentrates on specific task involving image segmentation, for example object counting. For such a task some constraints may be imposed on processed scene, for instance objects must be clearly discernible on the background or their size must not vary too much, as in the case of counting pips visible on cards or gambling dice.
Specific task can be achieved with the use of less general segmentation and counting method, and the output of the process is also supposed to be very specific. For example segmentation involved in counting dice dots can lead to determining their number but at the same time provide no 60 P. Wołoszyn information about shape or spatial relations between dots.
It can be argued that general methods are more valuable as they provide consistent solutions in variety of applications. On the other hand more specific and narrower approaches also can be interesting and inspiring as they can adapt and bring together solutions already developed for entirely different problems. In this paper an example of such kind of approach is discussed. The task chosen as the background of image segmentation is the process known as subitizing [7] , or deciding the number of objects in visual scene without counting them systematically. This ability of humans and perhaps some other animal species [8] is an example of very specific image processing task with significant limitations. According to some research discussed further this ability could even be independent of sensory modality and include tactile or acoustic perception as well.
The underlying problem from which a solving technique was drawn is travelling salesman problem (TSP), a prominent graph-optimization problem with numerous practical and scientific applications. The solution of specially prepared TSP instance provides a path reflecting connectivity of image regions and leading alternately through counted objects and their background. By following that path and observing image intensity or some other kind of spatially distributed stimulus one can obtain a specific signature of the scene being analysed. The signature contains segments characteristic to subitized objects separated by background fragments. Counting that segments (or gaps between them) produces the number being subitized without extracting and labelling objects.
Subitizing as a special case of segmentation
The ability to quickly, confidently and accurately determine numerosity of objects seen in visual scene without enumerating them systematically is known as subitizing.
This process is characteristic for small numbers of objects only: it is observed in the range from 1 to 3-4 objects and the response time and probability of error are lowest and almost constant for up to 4 objects. If the number of objects grows beyond 4 the response time increases and errors are introduced. Two other processes of determining object numerosity are referred to as estimation and counting. Both of them are applicable to higher number of objects and are much slower than subitizing. Estimation produces only approximate results although it is still faster than counting which in contrast gives precise answers [15] .
There is long scientific debate on the mechanisms involved in subitizing and counting [11] , and it still remains unclear whether there is one common mechanism employed in both activities or two distinct processes or perhaps both activities are overlapping and utilising the same neural networks. Nevertheless subitizing and counting differ in many aspects. Spatial arrangement of objects does not influence subitizing but becomes important in counting [10] . On the other hand adding distractor objects, for example additional shapes with modified features, which require conscious differentiation from counted objects prevents subitizing [17] . It imposes some limitations on such process which therefore will be unable to properly count objects poorly lit, camouflaged, nested within other objects, touching themselves or connected with other objects and so on.
However it is unclear whether subitizing is possible at all in these problematic situations as the subject literature focuses mainly on experiments performed in model conditions.
It should be noted here that in the approach described below image processing involved in subitization model is not equivalent to object detection or blob detection because it does not provide object locations in the output.
Enumerating objects without knowing where they are located may seem self-contradictory, nevertheless subitizing occurs exactly without systematically shifting attention from one object to another whereas attention shifting takes place during counting higher numerosities of ob- As the luminance becomes a dimension there arises the need for adopting a scaling factor responsible for balancing geometric and luminance distances between image pixels. Assume that image pixels form a square grid, the distance between two closest pixels serves as the unit and scaled it leads to situation where the distance between two pixels of the same value connected diagonally, namely √ 2, is the same as the distance between object pixel and adjacent background pixel. Equal distances will not suppress optimal or suboptimal Hamiltonian cycle from repeatedly crossing object-background boundary.
Therefore the luminance has to be further scaled and the scaling factor must be larger than the longest distance between any two connected pixels. This in turn raises another issue concerning pixels connectivity as it must be decided whether the TSP graph should be complete or there should be some limited scope of vertex neighbourhood directly connected to it with edges. If the neighbourhood is too wide the TSP solution path can directly jump between pixels with similar luminance belonging to separate objects. On the other hand if the neighbourhood is too narrow and the degree of vertices becomes too low it is possible that TSP solving process will run out of edges connecting pixels belonging to the same object and it will force the solution to repeatedly leave and enter the same object thus fragmenting it into more than one segment.
It follows therefore that in the projection on twodimensional image plane the maximal distance between connected vertices should be less than the minimal distance between pixels discerned as belonging to two sepa- 
Experimental results
According to the procedure described above an experimental system was developed to evaluate proposed method and investigate its properties. Image graphs are constructed from greyscale images which are resampled from higher resolution images to lower resolution matching the number of graph vertices arranged in square grid.
Pixel neighbourhood is limited to 8 adjacent and diagonally adjoining neighbours and thus maximal edge length allowed is √ 2 measured in two-dimensional projection onto x-y image plane (Fig. 1) .
Vertices luminance, shown on figures as a shade of grey in each vertex, is converted to z coordinate and scaled by a factor of 2 for the earlier discussed reason of avoiding cycles entering objects multiple times. To achieve bet- In general if the path enters such a passage from one side, it should leave it to the same side thus travelling in both directions through the passage.
If objects become more tightly spaced, it is probable that the lack of background vertices and creation of very narrow passages in some cases will force the solution cycle to travel from one object to another in very short path, as can be seen on Fig. 4 . It means that the spacing between segments in image profile not only does not reflect objects placement but also can become the more distorted the closer the objects are to each other.
As the main goal of the entire procedure is to count segmented objects the profile can be converted to a number for example by simply counting raising edges passing through a threshold halfway between black and white level. However such a method can be inaccurate if false edges are present due to TSP solving artefacts interrupting uniform segments as illustrated also on Fig. 4 . These artefacts take a form of white or black spikes on image profile. As a method of eliminating these spikes some form of hysteresis can be added while processing the image profile.
Hysteresis occurs naturally in biology, including neu- On this background there are two segments corresponding to objects, one added and one subtracted from the main luminance trend. To detect these objects simple thresholding based on absolute values will not be sufficient and some sort of threshold adaptation seems to be necessary. It is also possible to apply more sophisticated filtering commonly found in signal processing but such concepts as hysteresis or adaptation are naturally pertaining to biological and neural systems. As the gradient image is not a typical case of subitization, this example will not be further elaborated, however it is presented here to show possible extension of the discussed method.
Apart from artificially generated images the method can be applied also to real life images in order to assess its performance and look for other potential weaknesses.
Although quantitative evaluation has yet to be performed, tests carried out on selected images give encouraging results. The images contained grayscale pictures of common objects with marked features used specifically for encoding numbers, a typical example being gambling dice (Fig. 6 ).
The most important problem encountered early in pro- 
Conclusions
The method described in this paper is to be treated as a proposition of a model of subitization process characteristic for human cognition. Its main point is to linearize the processed image and generate image luminance profile by ordering its elements in such a way that image segmentation can be reduced to profile segmentation. To achieve that effect a path has to be found which will travel through picture elements with tendency to preserve both location and luminance similarity which are assumed as criterions of object membership.
The travelling salesman problem and its solving methods may seem exotic as a means of generating said path.
On the other hand there are many biology-inspired heuristics for solving TSP and it is conceivable that actual neural networks are able to perform such optimization. The presented method produces interesting results even for moderate quality TSP solutions. Characteristic property of the method is its low-level design which does not take into account such concepts as object, shape, texture or spatial relations. The only concept involved is the distance between pixels which is a very local property reduced to differences of luminance in direct neighbourhood. The only global property considered is the total cost of cyclic path leading through pixels.
This imposes a limitation on this method capabilities:
segmented objects have to be possibly uniform and contrasting in relation to their background. In future research it is possible to use some attribute other than luminance to determine pixel distances. Such attribute could depend not only on pixel luminance but also on its surroundings and could come from some kind of image preprocessing.
Experimental results suggest that best results can be achieved for binary images or pictures with small numbers of grey levels. Selecting appropriate region of interest is significant as it is also important to provide enough background margin around subitized objects. To obtain satisfying object separation the resolution of image graph should be sufficiently high to hold several background vertices between objects.
These properties exhibit similarities to visual system physiology which in turn provides some prospects of to the centre of subitized scene. These propositions will be examined in future research.
